Figure S1
Fully labeled thermal ellipsoid plot for DMBIL1 S2
Figure S2
Fully labeled thermal ellipsoid plot for Zn[DMBIL1]•MeOH S3
Figure S3
Fully labeled thermal ellipsoid plot for Cu[DMBIL1] S4
Figure S4
UV-vis absorbance and calculated electronic transitions for DMBIL1 in CH 2 Cl 2 S5
Figure S5
UV-vis absorbance and calculated electronic transitions for Zn[DMBIL1] in CH 2 Cl 2 S6
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Bond Lengths (Å) Determined for Zn[DMBIL1]•MeOH S10
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Bond Angles (°) Determined for Zn[DMBIL1]•MeOH S12
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Bond Lengths (Å) Determined for Cu[DMBIL1] S16
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Bond Angles (°) Determined for Cu[DMBIL1] S17
Table S7
Orbitals Involved in the Electronic Transitions for DMBIL1 in CH 2 Cl 2 . S19 Figure S1 . Fully labeled solid-state structure of DMBIL1. Ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level. All non-nitrogen hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. . Ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level and all hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Table S8 . 
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